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Nozzle Schedule & Accessories

Service MK Stock No./Size Fitting Deg Elev

Notes:
1. This is a computer generated DWG. Do not revise by hand.
2. Dimensions will vary ±3% due to variations in multiple molds & conditions prevalent during manufacture & usage.
3. Gallonage markers on side wall in 200 gal increments up to 5600 gallon.
4. For inner tank DTLs see computer file no. 2006650, title "6650 gallon inner Safe-Tank." For assembly DTLs see computer file no. 2006650A, title "6650 gallon Safe-Tank Assembly."

Calculated Capacity

Volume in US Gallons
Design Capacity

Dwg Title
6650 Gallon Outer Safe-Tank/7450 Gallon Open Top Tank

Scale: 1/4"=1'-0"